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BREAKERS

MAQUINÀRIA AGRÍCOLA SEGUÉS has been at the farmer's side since 1978.
Dried fruit breakers adapted to all types of production.
Breaking, separating the shell from the kernel and sizing are the options offered by our 
break.

  STRENGTHS POINT:
- Different models for small and medium farms.
- They operate on 220/380v current except for the
P10 model which is manual.
- Options for breaking,   separating and breaking,
separating and grading whole and shelled products.

Manual hazelnut 
breaker P10

BREAKER P80
- Model P80 is a breaker for an output of 25-30 kg/h
depending on the variety.
- It is recommended that the product is calibrated.
- Adjustment by means of a calibre adjustment knob.
- Breaks hazelnuts, almonds, walnuts, pistachios....
by combining the appropriate grooved pinion.
-

HEIGHT 
(mm)

LENGTH
(mm)

WIDTH 
(mm)

WEIGHT
(kg)

450 280 320 19 Adjustment knob 
P80, P80 COMBY 
and P80 SUPER

Breaker P80

Splined pinion 
P80, P80 COMBY 
and P80 SUPER

BREAKER P80 COMBY
- Model P80 COMBY is a turbine-operated seed husk separator.
- An output of 25-30 kg/h depending on the variety.
- It is recommended that the product is calibrated.
- Adjustment by means of a calibre adjustment knob.
- Breaks hazelnuts, almonds, walnuts, .... by combining the appropriate knurled pinion. 

Breaker P80 COMBY

BREAKER P80 SUPER
- The model P80 SUPER is a roller crusher - separator for separating the shell from the
kernel.
- Production of 25-30 kg/h depending on the variety.
- It is recommended that the product is calibrated.
- Adjustment by means of a calibre adjustment knob.
- Breaks hazelnuts, almonds by combining the appropriate knurled pinion.

HEIGHT 
(mm)

LENGHT
(mm)

WIDTH 
(mm)

WEIDHT
(kg)

1.320 725 600 50

HEIGHT 
(mm)

LENGHT
(mm)

WIDTH
(mm)

WEIGHT
(kg)

1.300 1.400 600 105

Breaker P80 SUPER
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BREAKER P200
- Model P200 is a seed shelling machine with 
two rollers and a possibility of grading whole
- And there is the possibility of calibration of 
whole fruits without shells.
- Output 40-50 kg/h depending on the 
variety. 

HEIGHT 
(mm)

LENGHT
(mm)

WIDHT 
(mm)

WEIGHT
(kg)

2.400 2.000 1.400 280

Breaker P200

BREAKER P300
- P300 hazelnut breaker with impact plate shelling system.
- An output of 60-70 kg/h depending on the variety.

HEIGHT 
(mm)

LENGHT
(mm)

WIDHT 
(mm)

WEIGHT
(kg)

2.400 4.650 950 510

Breaker P300

Product entry point on  
P200 and  P300 breaker

Breaker roller

Positioning of the breaker roller

Product exit point on 
P200 and  P300 breaker

Electrical 
control panel 

P300

Side view  P200 
breaker

Electrical 
control panel 

P200

Calibrator roller 
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VIBRATING PLATE CLEANER
- The vibratory plate cleaner is suitable for separating the peeled product
from the shell by means of an air blower.
- The system consists of vibrating plates combined with an air turbine.
- It is used after product breakage and can be supplied with 220 Volt and
380 Volt voltage.
- Cleaner for an output of 300kg/h depending on variety and product
breakage.

HEIGHT 
(mm)

LENGHT
(mm)

WIDTH 
(mm)

WEIGHT
(kg)

1.900 1.200 1.200 175

Product entry point

Exit point of 
nugget

Exit point of the shell

Air turbine

Vibrating plate cleaner




